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these locations also usually include an area called a dungeon, which is a locked area usually
inhabited by broodals, which can be opened by collecting key items and breaking specific locks.

various stages have two or three dungeons that the player must access to progress further through
the level, and once all three dungeons are reached, a boss broodal, a highly customizable type of

enemy, then opens up. though not necessary, super mario bros. 2' raccoon mario set is available for
mario to wear, if the player obtains it while playing. the game also has eight difficulty levels,

beginning with the easiest level available upon first play-through and ending with the most difficult,
which takes longer to complete. super mario bros. 2' automatically saves progress. tales of wedding
rings vr offers the ability to play on either a virtual boy or the snes in a total of thirteen worlds, which

each have a specific theme. additionally, the game supports the ability to play as two different
characters, the nintendo mascot mario and the original nintendo mascot, donkey kong. this is done
by swapping out mario for mario's brother bowser if one plays on the virtual boy, and changing his
color to blue if he plays on the snes. mario and his brother are all playable at the same time, and

switching between them can be done in either the virtual menu or during gameplay. to switch
between the two characters, simply press the l and r button simultaneously, or use the wireless

adapter on the virtual boy to switch character roles manually. the game also has five worlds named
after the seven days of the week, with two to five stages in each world.
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after seeing sadako's funeral tape, yuri turns the player off and tries to clean it up, while natsumi is
moved to watch it again to discover its contents. when she puts the tape into the player, it starts

playing again and contains a picture of a young, tall girl. natsumi turns the player off and calls yuri,
who then joins her to watch the tape. meanwhile, at the start of the film, the girl's middle name is
revealed to be kurahashi, and from this point forward the call is to kurahashi and not to natsumi.

sadako's curse never manifests. after watching the footage, it is discovered that the kurahashi family
curse is activated if the first person born of the kurahashi family dies. so yuri was the first kurahashi

born in 180 years and is the cause of the kurahashi curse. to protect the kurahashi family, yuri
creates a preservation tape with her siblings' names, so that if anything happens to yuri, her siblings

will know that the curse is active and to activate it. after making the preservation tape, yuri and
natsumi are on their way to yuri's home with sadako's tape in hand when natsumi notices yuri's cell

phone. she tells yuri to drop the tape and run while she pursues the phone. as soon as natsumi grabs
it, the tape plays again, as yuri spots them holding onto the tape. after watching the whole tape,

natsumi notices that yuri is not looking at her and goes to give yuri a hug. as she hugs yuri, the tape
stops again, and there is a shot of a gravestone in the background. natsumi has yuri looking at her,
and yuri slowly fades away as her clothes become transparent. natsumi gets shocked, thinking that
something happened, but suddenly yuri appears in front of her, alive and well and wearing a white
wedding dress. natsumi is in awe, telling yuri that their mom's tape hasn't finished playing yet. a
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grave is seen in the distance. natsumi says that they should go out to celebrate their mom's
happiness. as natsumi and yuri step out of the shrine, the rain starts to pour and suddenly sadako
bursts out of the shrine. natsumi screams as sadako approaches. suddenly, yuri takes off her dress
and stands in front of sadako, protecting her from natsumi. as she holds the dress, sadako becomes
transparent and floats away. after a moment of silence, yuri and natsumi collapse together into each

other's arms, sobbing. 5ec8ef588b
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